
This new JOEMEEK VC7 offers two no frills but absolute precision mic pre-amplifiers with a unique
microphone matching facility and adjustable high pass filter.

Many modern microphones suffer from bad sonic performance not because of their design, but because
of the incorrect matching between the mic pre-amplifier and the microphone itself. The JOEMEEK pre
amps are all based on a mic impedance of 200 ohms (except the VC2 that has an option of selecting 50
ohms) The VC7 mic pre-amplifier offers 600, 200, 50 and a 'Lo' option that is well used with some
modern large diaphragm and solid state microphones, gaining a noticable extra edge and clarity. The
Mic pre's in the VC7 benefit from the addition of a quality high pass filter with selectable frequencies
from 25 - 100Hz.

The VC7 has 'beyond professional' levels of gain and overload margin at all stages within the signal
path. This is coupled with an incredibly low noise level, important for achieving quality results. Other
features include Dual large meters, for monitoring the mic inputs, a phase reverse switch per channel
and indicator, large LED indication of current mic mode (impedance and phantom power). Each channel
is also equipped with a large overload indicator.

The VC7 is a unit built to offer the professional JOEMEEK user a way of getting more than one channel
of our best mic pre design out of a single unit. Applications for this unit are increasing, as many studios
are becoming more 'virtual' with the use of systems like 'Pro Tools 24'. This means that the task of the
mixing desk has been relegated (in most cases) to monitoring only; so the need for quality mic pre's is
growing. The VC7 certainly fulfills this exacting requirement and deserves to be taken very seriously by
all professional sound engineers.

The VC7 is designed and built to a level of quality that is beyond the reach of most other mic pre
manufacturers, and its price in this market is extremely competitive. The VC7 makes a valuable addition
to the 1999 JOEMEEK range.


